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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.
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on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.
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of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Satellite galaxies in WDM 2321

Figure 3. Images of the CDM (left) and WDM (right) level 2 haloes at z = 0. Intensity indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density and hue the
projected density-weighted velocity dispersion, ranging from blue (low velocity dispersion) to yellow (high velocity dispersion). Each box is 1.5 Mpc on a
side. Note the sharp caustics visible at large radii in the WDM image, several of which are also present, although less well defined, in the CDM case.

the mass they have at the time when they first infall into the main
halo (which is very close to the maximum mass they ever attain).
At this epoch it is relatively easy to match the largest substructures
in these three simulations as the corresponding objects have very
similar positions, velocities and masses.

The number of subhaloes that can be matched between the two
WDM simulations is much smaller than that between the corre-
sponding CDM simulations, and is also a much smaller fraction of
the total number of subhaloes identified by SUBFIND. The majority
of substructures identified in the WDM simulations form through
fragmentation of the sharply delineated filaments characteristic of
WDM simulations and do not have counterparts in the simulations
of different resolution. The same phenomenon is seen in hot dark
matter simulations and is numerical in origin, occurring along the
filaments on a scale matching the interparticle separation (Wang &
White 2007). This artificial fragmentation is apparent in Fig. 3.

We will present a detailed description of subhalo matching in
a subsequent paper but, in essence, we have found that matching
subhaloes works best when comparing the Lagrangian regions of
the initial conditions from which the subhaloes form, rather than
the subhaloes themselves. We use a sample of the particles present
in a subhalo at the epoch when it had half of the mass at infall to de-
fine the Lagrangian region from which it formed. We have devised
a quantitative measure of how well the Lagrangian regions of the
substructures overlap between the simulations of different resolu-
tion, and select as genuine only those subhaloes with strong matches
between all three resolutions. We find that these criteria identify a
sample of 15 relatively massive subhaloes with mass at infall greater
than 2 × 109 M⊙, together with a few more subhaloes with infall
mass below 109 M⊙. This sample of 15 subhaloes includes all of
the subhaloes with infall masses greater 109 M⊙.

We have also found that the shapes of the Lagrangian regions
of spurious haloes in our WDM simulations are typically very as-
pherical. We have therefore devised a second measure based on

sphericity as an independent way to reject spurious haloes. All 15
of the massive subhaloes identified by the first criterion pass our
shape test, but all but one subhalo with an infall mass below 109 M⊙
are excluded. For the purposes of this paper we need only the 12
most massive subhaloes at infall to make comparisons with the
Milky Way satellites.

For both our WDM and CDM catalogues, we select a sample
made up of the 12 most massive subhaloes at infall found today
within 300 kpc of the main halo centre. In the Aq-AW2 simulation,
these subhaloes are resolved with between about 2 and 0.23 million
particles at their maximum mass. We use the particle nearest the
centre of the gravitational potential to define the centre of each
subhalo and hence determine the values of Vmax and rmax defined in
Section 1.

3 R ESULTS

In this section, we study the central masses of the substructures
found within 300 kpc of the centres of the CDM and WDM Milky
Way like haloes. These results are compared with the masses within
the half-light radii, inferred by Walker et al. (2009, 2010) and Wolf
et al. (2010) from kinematic measurements, for the nine bright (LV >

105 L⊙) Milky Way dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
Following the study by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011), in Fig. 4

we plot the correlation between Vmax and rmax for the subhaloes
in Aq-AW2 and Aq-A2 that lie within 300 kpc of the centre of
the main halo. Only those WDM subhaloes selected using our
matching scheme are included, whereas all Aq-A2 subhaloes are
shown. The CDM subhaloes are a subset of those shown in fig. 2 of
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011), and show Vmax values that are typi-
cally ∼50 per cent larger than those of WDM haloes with a similar
rmax. By assuming that the mass density in the subhaloes containing
the observed dwarf spheroidals follows an NFW profile (Navarro,
Frenk & White 1996b, 1997), Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011) found
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Figure 6. DM density projections of the zoom MW-like halo simulations for four different DM models. The suppression of substructure, relative to the CDM
model, is evident for the ETHOS models ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-3, which have a primordial power spectrum suppressed at small scales. The projection has a
side length and depth of 500 kpc.

times, where the density is high enough to cause at least some par-
ticle collisions during a Hubble time. We can try to quantify this
already at the resolution level that our parent simulation allows. To
do this, we measure the central or core density for all resolved main
haloes in the uniform box simulations, similar to the analysis pre-
sented in Buckley et al. (2014). The mass resolution of our uniform
box is slightly better than that of Buckley et al. (2014), and we
probe at the same time a volume which is about 3.8 times larger.
We can therefore sample a larger range of halo masses and with bet-
ter statistics. We define the central (core) density within three times
the softening length (8.7 kpc). The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows
the actual core density, while the lower panel shows the ratio with
respect to the CDM case. We take the median value of the distri-

bution within each mass bin. The plot shows the familiar scale of
density with mass at a fixed radius, with core densities that vary
from ⇠ 10

6 h2
M�kpc

�3 for halo masses around ⇠ 10

10 h�1
M�

to ⇠ 10

8 h2
M�kpc

�3 for halo masses around ⇠ 10

14 h�1
M�.

Models ETHOS-1 (red) and ETHOS-2 (blue) have a significantly
reduced core density compared to the CDM case for low mass
haloes. We note that the effect is strongest in the former than in
the latter, which points to the primordial power spectrum suppres-
sion as the main culprit since the cross section is lower for model
ETHOS-1 than for model ETHOS-2. Low-mass haloes in ETHOS-
1 are therefore less dense than in CDM, mainly because they form
later (analogous to the WDM case). Interestingly, ETHOS-3 shows
a different behaviour. Here the core density is most reduced for

MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2015)
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Figure 1. Projected surface densities around the MW-mass host in the Latte simulation at z=0: the dark-matter-only simulation (left);
dark matter (middle) and stars (right) in the baryonic simulation. Color scales are logarithmic, both spanning 104�108 M� kpc�2. The
baryonic simulation contains ⇡ 3⇥ fewer subhalos than the dark-matter-only simulation at fixed V
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=2 ⇥ 105�2 ⇥ 107 M� (Wolf et al. 2010). Curves show the 19 subhalos in the dark-matter-only simulation at d
host

<300 kpc with
densities as low as Ursa Minor. Two subhalos (light blue) are denser than all observed satellites. Allowing one to host the SMC and noting
that 5 others are consistent with Ursa Minor, Draco, Sculptor, Leo I, and Leo II leads to 13 that are too dense (the “too big to fail”
problem). Right: profiles of stellar 3D velocity dispersion for the 13 satellite galaxies in the baryonic simulation. All profiles are nearly
flat with radius. One satellite has high dispersion, closer to the SMC’s 48 km s�1; all others are broadly consistent with the MW.
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via core-collapse supernovae, Ia supernovae, and stellar
winds. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the stellar iron abun-
dance scaled to solar, [Fe/H], for both satellite and iso-
lated galaxies. Stars show observations in Kirby et al.
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relation. Three satellites have higher
[Fe/H], though they remain close to observed values.
Aside from these three, satellite versus isolated galax-
ies show no systematic o↵set in [Fe/H], despite system-
atic di↵erences in star-formation histories. While Latte’s
[Fe/H] agree reasonably with observations at M
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. This
is a systematic of dwarf galaxies resolved with too few
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Figure 11. Cumulative stellar mass functions around paired hosts within
the local volume using the preferred AM relation discussed in the text; not
shown are those systems that include a third massive halo nearby (Siegfried
& Roy and Serena & Venus). The pair Zeus & Hera are highlighted in
magenta. The current count of galaxies within the same volume around the
MW and M31 is shown in cyan (McConnachie 2012), which flattens at small
mass, likely because of incompleteness. We predict ∼1000 galaxies having
M∗ ≥ 103 M⊙ within this volume, compared to the ∼70 currently known.

M∗ ≃ 107 M⊙ significantly. Our modified relation (applied to
ELVIS haloes in black) does a better job by assigning less stellar
mass to smaller haloes. For this reason, we will adopt this pre-
ferred AM relation in all relevant figures to follow. In magenta,
we highlight the satellites of the host Hera, which happens to be
a particularly good match to the data (at least in the regime where
it is likely complete) in this and several figures that follow. Based
on our preferred AM relation, we predict ∼200–300 galaxies with
M∗ ≥ 103 M⊙ within 300 kpc of the MW/M31.

We note that both AM prescriptions underpredict the satellite
stellar mass function for the MW/M31 at M∗ ≥ 108 M⊙ when
considering the average satellite mass function. At these relatively
high masses, however, the halo-to-halo scatter is large and the well-
established rarity of LMC-like objects (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2010;
Busha et al. 2011; Tollerud et al. 2011) biases the mean result
relative to observations of the LG. The stellar mass functions around
individual hosts with large subhaloes, e.g. Hera in magenta, match
observations well over four decades in stellar mass after applying
the preferred AM relation.

Fig. 11 presents stellar mass functions for simulated local vol-
umes (unions of 1.2 Mpc spheres around either host) using our
preferred AM relation. There is one line for each pair of haloes
in the ELVIS sample, excluding the two cases that contain a third
large halo nearby (detailed in Section 2.3). Our AM-based predic-
tion agrees reasonably well with the data for M∗ ! 5 × 106 M⊙, but
rises much more steeply towards lower masses, in the regime where
the current census is almost certainly incomplete. We highlight the
pair Zeus & Hera in magenta. This pair has an M∗ function that
happens to be very similar to that of the LG. We see that if the AM
relation is extrapolated down to M∗ ∼ 103 M⊙ we expect ∼1000

galaxies within the local volume (compared to the ∼70 systems
currently known). Future surveys like those performed with LSST
(Ivezic et al. 2008) will help test such extrapolations, exploring
the relationship between halo mass and galaxy mass at the very
threshold luminosities of galaxy formation.

4.2 H I mass functions

While future resolved star surveys promise to discover faint optical
galaxies throughout the local volume, H I surveys offer a comple-
mentary approach for the discovery of dwarfs in the near-field (Blitz
et al. 1999; Blitz & Robishaw 2000; Sternberg, McKee & Wolfire
2002; Adams, Giovanelli & Haynes 2013; Faerman, Sternberg &
McKee 2013). While the faintest dwarfs within ∼300 kpc of either
the MW or M31 are gas-poor dwarf spheroidal galaxies, gas-rich
dwarfs are the norm beyond the virial regions of either giant (Grce-
vich & Putman 2009; McConnachie 2012). Leo T, at a distance
of ∼400 kpc from the MW, is an example of a very faint system that
is gas rich (M∗ ≃ MH I ≃ 105 M⊙; Ryan-Weber et al. 2008) and ap-
parently falling into the MW virial radius for the first time (Rocha,
Peter & Bullock 2012). Similar, though possibly even less lumi-
nous, objects may fill the local volume, and if so, could be detected
in blind searches for neutral hydrogen. Recently, for example, the
gas-rich galaxy Leo P (MH I ≃ 3 M∗ ≃ 106 M⊙) was discovered at
a distance of ∼1.5–2 Mpc using H I observations (Giovanelli et al.
2013; Rhode et al. 2013).

Here we use the ELVIS suite to provide some general expecta-
tions for the H I mass function in the local volume. Building off
of the results presented in Section 4.1, we use our preferred AM
relation coupled with an empirically derived M∗−MH I relation to
assign H I masses to haloes in our simulated local volumes. Specif-
ically, we fit a power-law relation to the gas-rich dwarfs in the LG
from McConnachie (2012), ensuring that the gas–fraction relation
matches that found by Huang et al. (2012b) at higher masses:

MH I = 7.7 × 104 M⊙
!

M∗

105 M⊙

"1.2

. (5)

Of course, this simple assumption of a one-to-one relation between
stellar mass and H I mass is highly idealized. In reality, the gas to
stellar mass relation shows a considerable amount of scatter (Kan-
nappan 2004; McGaugh 2005; Stewart et al. 2009; Huang et al.
2012a, 2012b; Kannappan et al. 2013), and this is especially true
for the faintest systems in the LG (as summarized in McConnachie
2012). A more realistic investigation of the H I content of LG galax-
ies is reserved for future work.

We further assume that any halo that has been within the virial
radius of a giant has had all of its H I gas removed. This presupposes
that a process such as ram pressure stripping removes the gas from
satellites upon infall and is motivated by observations demonstrating
that the vast majority of LG satellites have negligible neutral gas
content (Grcevich & Putman 2009). The small number of gas-poor
dwarfs that lie beyond the virial radii of either M31 or the MW (i.e.
Cetus and Tucana) may very well be explained as backslash haloes
(see Sales et al. 2007; Teyssier et al. 2012). Of course, some of the
largest satellite galaxies in the LG (e.g. the LMC and NGC 205) are
clearly able to retain H I for a non-negligible period of time after
infall. This would suggest that our assumptions will lead to some
undercounting of H I-rich galaxies, primarily at the highest masses.
Some never accreted haloes, however, may have lost their gas via
interactions with other field objects or with the cosmic web (Benı́tez-
Llambay et al. 2013), which may lead to some overcounting at small
masses.
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The Missing Satellites “Problem”

Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014)
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Primary Research Goal 
 

Understand the fundamental nature of dark 
matter by studying the smallest and most 

dark-matter-dominated galaxies.

Indirect Detection 
Search for the products of dark 
matter annihilation or decay 
in nearby regions of high dark 
matter density

Astrophysical Probes 
Test the cold, collisionless 
dark matter paradigm directly 
using gravity at the smallest 
cosmic scales

18 D. Bauer et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 7–8 (2015) 16–23

Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.

18 D. Bauer et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 7–8 (2015) 16–23
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The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.
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Milky Way
M★ ~ 6 x 1010 M⊙

Large Magellanic Cloud
M★ ~ 1.5 x 109 M⊙

Small Magellanic Cloud
M★ ~ 5 x 108 M⊙
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ESO/DSS2

Sculptor Galaxy 
M★  ~  2.3 x 106 M⊙



Credit: NASA, ESA, Anderson & van der Marel (STScI) https://www.spacetelescope.org/videos/heic1017b/
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4 Advances in Astronomy
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Figure 1: A color-magnitude (CM) filter used to suppress the noise from foreground stars while preserving the signal from dwarf galaxy stars
at a specific distance. (a) and (c) CM filters for an old and metal-poor stellar population at a distance modulus of 16.5 and 20.0, respectively.
The solid lines show Girardi isochrones for 8 and 14 Gyr populations with [Fe/H] = −1.5 and−2.3. (b) and (d) These CM filters overplotted
on stars from a 1 deg2 field to illustrate the character of the foreground contamination as a function of dwarf distance. Data are from SDSS
DR7.
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Figure 2: (a) Map of all stars in the field around the Ursa Major I dwarf satellite, MV = −5.5, d = 100 kpc. (b) Map of stars passing the CM
filter projected to m −M = 20.0 shown in Figure 1(c). (c) Spatially smoothed number density map of the stars in (b). The Ursa Major I
dwarf galaxy has a µV ,0 of only 27.5 mag arcsec2 [63]. Data are from SDSS DR7.

(iii) Identify Statistically Significant Overdensities. A
search of 10 000 deg2 of SDSS data, optimized for dwarfs
at 16 different distances, and a single choice of stellar
population and scale size require evaluating the statistical
significance of 600 million data pixels that do not necessarily
follow a Gaussian distribution of signal. Setting the detection
threshold to select candidate dwarf galaxies was done by
simulating numerous realizations of the search, assuming a
random distribution of point sources and permitting only
one completely spurious detection. The threshold is set to be
a function of point source number density after CM filtering.

(iv) Follow-up Candidates. Regions detected above the
detection threshold are considered candidates for MW
dwarf galaxies. Although the threshold is set to prevent
the detection of any stochastic fluctuations of a randomly
distributed set of point sources [61], the detections are only
“candidates” because resolved dwarf galaxies are not the only

possible overdensities of point sources expected in the sky.
For example, fluctuations in the abundant tidal debris in
the Milky Way’s halo or (un)bound star clusters could be
detected. It is essential to obtain follow-up photometry to
find the color-magnitude sequence of stars expected for a
dwarf galaxy and also follow-up spectroscopy to measure the
dark mass content (dark matter is required to be classified as
a galaxy) based on the observed line-of-sight velocities.

This search algorithm is very efficient. In the WWJ
search, the eleven strongest detections of sources unclassified
prior to SDSS were 11 of the 14 (probable) ultra-faint
Milky Way dwarfs. All of these but Boötes II were known
prior to the WWJ search. See references in Section 3 for
details of the follow-up observations that confirmed these
objects to be dwarf galaxies. Follow-up observations of
as-yet unclassified SDSS dwarf galaxy candidates are on-
going by several groups, including a group at the IoA at
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Figure 2: (a) Map of all stars in the field around the Ursa Major I dwarf satellite, MV = −5.5, d = 100 kpc. (b) Map of stars passing the CM
filter projected to m −M = 20.0 shown in Figure 1(c). (c) Spatially smoothed number density map of the stars in (b). The Ursa Major I
dwarf galaxy has a µV ,0 of only 27.5 mag arcsec2 [63]. Data are from SDSS DR7.

(iii) Identify Statistically Significant Overdensities. A
search of 10 000 deg2 of SDSS data, optimized for dwarfs
at 16 different distances, and a single choice of stellar
population and scale size require evaluating the statistical
significance of 600 million data pixels that do not necessarily
follow a Gaussian distribution of signal. Setting the detection
threshold to select candidate dwarf galaxies was done by
simulating numerous realizations of the search, assuming a
random distribution of point sources and permitting only
one completely spurious detection. The threshold is set to be
a function of point source number density after CM filtering.

(iv) Follow-up Candidates. Regions detected above the
detection threshold are considered candidates for MW
dwarf galaxies. Although the threshold is set to prevent
the detection of any stochastic fluctuations of a randomly
distributed set of point sources [61], the detections are only
“candidates” because resolved dwarf galaxies are not the only

possible overdensities of point sources expected in the sky.
For example, fluctuations in the abundant tidal debris in
the Milky Way’s halo or (un)bound star clusters could be
detected. It is essential to obtain follow-up photometry to
find the color-magnitude sequence of stars expected for a
dwarf galaxy and also follow-up spectroscopy to measure the
dark mass content (dark matter is required to be classified as
a galaxy) based on the observed line-of-sight velocities.

This search algorithm is very efficient. In the WWJ
search, the eleven strongest detections of sources unclassified
prior to SDSS were 11 of the 14 (probable) ultra-faint
Milky Way dwarfs. All of these but Boötes II were known
prior to the WWJ search. See references in Section 3 for
details of the follow-up observations that confirmed these
objects to be dwarf galaxies. Follow-up observations of
as-yet unclassified SDSS dwarf galaxy candidates are on-
going by several groups, including a group at the IoA at
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Willman et al. (2010)
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Segue 1 Galaxy 
M★  ~  340 M⊙

Marla Geha
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Spectroscopic Follow-up: Stellar Kinematics

8
Geha et al. 2009, ApJ, 692, 1464

Satellite member stars are 
distinguished by their distinct 
locus in velocity-space!
!
Velocity dispersion is an indicator 
of mass, e.g., for Segue 1 a mass-
to-light ratio of >1000 within the 
half-light radius!

Systemic 
Velocity

Velocity  
Dispersion

Segue 1 Galaxy 
M★  ~  340 M⊙
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Figure 4. Left: the half I-band luminosity L1/2 versus half-light mass M1/2 for a broad population of spheroidal galaxies. Middle: the dynamical I-band
half-light mass-to-light ratio ϒI

1/2 versus M1/2 relation. Right: the equivalent ϒI
1/2 versus total I-band luminosity LI = 2 L1/2 relation. The solid line in the

left-hand panel guides the eye with M1/2 = L1/2 in solar units. The solid, coloured points are all derived using our full mass likelihood analysis and their
specific symbols/colours are linked to galaxy types as described in Fig. 2. The I-band luminosities for the MW dSph and GC population were determined by
adopting M92’s V − I = 0.88. All open, black points are taken from the literature as follows. Those with M1/2 > 108 M⊙ are modelled using equation (2)
with σlos and r1/2 culled from the compilation of Zaritsky et al. (2006): triangles for dwarf ellipticals (Geha, Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003), inverse
triangles for ellipticals (Jørgensen, Franx & Kjaergaard 1996; Matković & Guzmán 2005), plus signs for brightest cluster galaxies (Oegerle & Hoessel 1991)
and asterisks for cluster spheroids, which, following Zaritsky et al. (2006), include the combination of the central brightest cluster galaxy and the extended
intracluster light. Stars indicate globular clusters, with the subset of open, black stars taken from Pryor & Meylan (1993).

more massive counterparts (Bovill & Ricotti 2009; Bullock et al.
2009).

4.2 The global population of dispersion-supported
stellar systems

A second example of how accurate M1/2 determinations may be
used to constrain galaxy formation scenarios is presented in Fig. 4,
where we examine the relationship between the half-light mass M1/2

and the half-light I-band luminosity L1/2 = 0.5LI for the full range
of dispersion-supported stellar systems in the Universe: globular
clusters, dSphs, dwarf ellipticals, ellipticals, brightest cluster galax-
ies and extended cluster spheroids. Each symbol type is matched
to a galaxy type as detailed in the caption. We provide three rep-
resentations of the same information in order to highlight different
aspects of the relationships: M1/2 versus L1/2 (left-hand panel),
the dynamical I-band mass-to-light ratio within the half-light ra-
dius ϒ I

1/2 versus M1/2 (middle panel) and ϒ I
1/2 versus total I-band

luminosity LI (right-hand panel).
Masses for the coloured points are derived using our full mass

likelihood approach and follow the same colour and symbol con-
vention as in Fig. 2. All of the black points that represent galaxies
were modelled using equation (2) with published σlos and r1/2 values
from the literature.13 The middle and right-hand panels are inspired
by (and qualitatively consistent with) figs 9 and 10 from Zaritsky,
Gonzalez & Zabludoff (2006), who presented estimated dynamical
mass-to-light ratios as a function of σlos for spheroidal galaxies that
spanned two orders of magnitude in σlos.

We note that the asterisks in Fig. 4 are cluster spheroids (Zaritsky
et al. 2006), which are defined for any galaxy cluster to be the sum
of the extended low-surface brightness intracluster light component
and the brightest cluster galaxy’s light. These two components are
difficult to disentangle, but the total light tends to be dominated

13 The masses for the open, black stars (globular clusters) were taken directly
from Pryor & Meylan (1993).

by the intracluster piece. One might argue that the total cluster
spheroid is more relevant than the brightest cluster galaxy because
it allows one to compare the dominant stellar spheroids associated
with individual dark matter haloes over a very wide mass range
self-consistently. Had we included analogous diffuse light compo-
nents around less massive galaxies (e.g. stellar haloes around field
ellipticals) the figure would change very little, because halo light is
of minimal importance for the total luminosity in less massive sys-
tems (see Purcell, Bullock & Zentner 2007). One concern is that the
central cluster spheroid mass estimates here suffer from a potential
systematic bias because they rely on the measured velocity disper-
sion of cluster galaxies for σlos rather than the velocity dispersion of
the cluster spheroid itself, which is very hard to measure (Zaritsky
et al. 2006).14 For completeness, we have included brightest cluster
galaxies on this diagram (plus signs) and they tend to smoothly fill
in the region between large Es (inverse triangles) and the cluster
spheroids (asterisks).

There are several noteworthy aspects to Fig. 4, which are each
highlighted in a slightly different fashion in the three panels. First,
as seen most clearly in the middle and right-hand panels, the dy-
namical half-light mass-to-light ratios of spheroidal galaxies in the
Universe demonstrate a minimum at ϒ I

1/2 ≃ 2–4 that spans a re-
markably broad range of masses M1/2 ≃ 109−11 M⊙ and luminosi-
ties LI ≃ 108.5−10.5 L⊙. It is interesting to note the offset in the av-
erage dynamical mass-to-light ratios between globular clusters and
L⋆ ellipticals, which may suggest that even within r1/2, dark matter
may constitute the majority of the mass content of L⋆ Es. Neverthe-
less, it seems that dark matter plays a clearly dominant dynamical
role (ϒ I

1/2 ! 5) within r1/2 in only the most extreme systems (see
similar results by Dabringhausen, Hilker & Kroupa 2008; Forbes
et al. 2008, who study slightly more limited ranges of spheroidal
galaxy luminosities). The dramatic increase in dynamical half-light

14 In addition, concerns exist with the assumption of dynamical equilibrium.
However, Willman et al. (2004) demonstrated with a simulation that using
the intracluster stars as tracers of cluster mass is accurate to ∼10 per cent.

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 406, 1220–1237

Dwarf 
Galaxies

Wolf et al. (2010)

Star 
Clusters

Fig. 7.—Same as Fig. 2, but for Canes Venatici II.

Fig. 8.—Same as Fig. 2, but for Canes Venatici I.

Fig. 9.—Same as Fig. 2, but for Hercules.
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Survey Sensitivity

Multi-dimensional likelihood analysis

Scan over ~400 million possible locations

Figure 4. Stellar density and color–magnitude diagrams for DES J0335.6−5403. Top left: spatial distribution of stars with �g 24 mag that are within 0.1 mag of the
isochrone displayed in the lower panels. The field of view is q◦ ◦1. 5 1. 5 centered on the candidate and the stellar distribution has been smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel with standard deviation ◦0. 027. Top center: radial distribution of stars with � �g r 1 mag and �g 24 mag. Top right: spatial distribution of stars with high
membership probabilities within a q◦ ◦0. 5 0. 5 field of view. Small gray points indicate stars with membership probability less than 5%. Bottom left: the color–
magnitude distribution of stars within 0 ◦. 1 of the centroid are indicated with individual points. The density of the field within a 1° annulus is represented by the
background two-dimensional histogram in grayscale. The red curve shows a representative isochrone for a stellar population with U � 13.5 Gyr and �Z 0.0001
located at the best-fit distance modulus listed in the upper left panel. Bottom center: binned significance diagram representing the Poisson probability of detecting the
observed number of stars within the central 0 ◦. 1 for each bin of the color–magnitude space given the local field density. Bottom right: color–magnitude distribution of
high membership probability stars.

Figure 5. Analogous to Figure 4 but for DES J0344.3−4331. A large number of stars, including several probable horizontal branch members, are present at
magnitudes fainter than the �g 23 mag threshold of our likelihood analysis. This threshold was set by the rapidly decreasing stellar completeness at fainter
magnitudes. However, it is likely that extending to fainter magnitudes would cause the best-fit distance modulus of DES J0344.3−4331 to increase. Better constraints
on the properties of DES J0344.3−4331 require the stellar completeness to be robustly quantified in this regime.
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magnitude distribution of stars within 0 ◦. 1 of the centroid are indicated with individual points. The density of the field within a 1° annulus is represented by the
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Figure 5. Analogous to Figure 4 but for DES J0344.3−4331. A large number of stars, including several probable horizontal branch members, are present at
magnitudes fainter than the �g 23 mag threshold of our likelihood analysis. This threshold was set by the rapidly decreasing stellar completeness at fainter
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SDSS + DES + HSC + PanSTARRS 
+ MagLiteS …

~2 nights on 6.5+ meter telescope (good weather)

6 Simon et al.

Figure 2. IMACS spectra of three Tuc III RGB stars. The H↵ region of the spectrum is shown in the left panel, and the CaT region in the
right panel. The top spectrum is DES J235532.66-593114.9, the brightest star in Tuc III, the middle spectrum is DES J235738.48-593611.6,
a star ⇠ 1 mag fainter, and the bottom spectrum is DES J235655.47-593707.5, near the base of the RGB. The ⇠ 20 Å region with no data
visible in the H↵ spectrum of DES J235738.48-593611.6 is a gap between IMACS CCDs. Note that we did not obtain an H↵ spectrum of
DES J235532.66-593114.9.

Figure 3. Posterior probability distribution from a maximum likelihood fit for the systemic velocity and velocity dispersion (left set of
panels) and the mean metallicity and metallicity dispersion (right set of panels) of Tuc III. In the upper left panels the 68% confidence
intervals on the mean velocity and metallicity are indicated by the dashed gray lines. In the lower right panels the 95.5% upper limits on
the velocity and metallicity dispersion are indicated by the dashed gray lines. We do not significantly resolve either the velocity dispersion
or the metallicity dispersion of Tuc III.

In general, it is possible that binary stars can a↵ect
velocity dispersion measurements for kinematically cold
systems. Previous studies indicate that binary stars gen-
erally do not substantially inflate the observed velocity
dispersions of ultra-faint dwarfs (Minor et al. 2010; Si-
mon et al. 2011), but the smaller the dispersion of an ob-
ject the larger the impact of the binaries could be (Mc-
Connachie & Côté 2010). Approximate radial velocity
amplitudes are only known for a handful of ultra-faint

dwarf RGB binaries, but typical orbital velocities and
periods appear to be ⇠ 30 km s�1 and a few months, re-
spectively (Koposov et al. 2011; Koch et al. 2014; Ji et al.
2016). We have obtained multiple velocity measurements
spaced ⇠ 1 yr apart for eleven of the Tuc III member
stars, including eight of the ten RGB stars, which have
the smallest velocity uncertainties and are therefore the
most important in determining the velocity dispersion.
For eight of the eleven stars with repeat measurements
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of Galactic globular clusters (black “+”). Other recently reported dwarf galaxy candidates (green

diamonds) include Hydra II (Martin et al. 2015), Triangulum II (Laevens et al. 2015a), Pegasus III

(Kim et al. 2015a), Draco II and Sagittarius II (Laevens et al. 2015b). Several outer halo star

clusters and systems of ambiguous classification are indicated with “⇥” symbols: Koposov 1 and

Koposov 2 (Koposov et al. 2007; Paust et al. 2014), Segue 3 (Belokurov et al. 2010; Fadely et al.

2011; Ortolani et al. 2013), Muñoz 1 (Muñoz et al. 2012), Balbinot 1 (Balbinot et al. 2013),

Laevens 1 (Laevens et al. 2014; Belokurov et al. 2014), Laevens 3 (Laevens et al. 2015b), Kim 1

and Kim 2 (Kim & Jerjen 2015a; Kim et al. 2015b), and DES 1 (Luque et al. 2015). Dashed lines

indicate contours of constant surface brightness at µ = {25, 27.5, 30} mag arcsec�2.
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Figure 2. Binned color-magnitude diagram of DES Y3A2 stellar sources selected around the globular clusters NGC 1261
and NGC 7089 (M2), the ultra-faint dwarf galaxy Reticulum II, and the classical dwarf galaxy Sculptor. For the two globular
clusters, data are selected in an annulus with 0.�07 < r < 0.�12. Stellar sources are selected within r < 0.�15 of Reticulum II and
r < 0.�20 of Sculptor. The matched-filter selection region for our stellar stream search is shown with the red outlines.

tor of �(m � M) to shift the CMD of NGC 7089 in
distance modulus and thus select for stellar populations
over a range of distances. We find that this procedure
yields very similar results to our primary un-weighted
synthetic isochrone selection technique, and all stream
candidates reported here were detected by both analy-
ses.

3.2. Stream Detection

The Sagittarius (l, b ⇠ 160�, �60�), ATLAS (l, b ⇠
�130�, �80�), Phoenix (l, b ⇠ �70�, �65�), and Tu-
cana III (l, b ⇠ �45�, �55�) streams are clearly visi-
ble in smoothed density maps (Figure 3). To further
increase our sensitivity to faint stellar streams, we cre-
ated a smooth model for the stellar foreground and mis-
classified background galaxies. We mask the dense stel-
lar regions around the Sagittarius stream, the LMC, and
the Galactic plane (Figure 4) and fit a 2-dimensional,
5th-order polynomial to the distribution of smoothed
stellar counts. We subtracted this model from the stel-
lar density to create smooth maps of the residual stellar
density (Figure 4). Visual inspection of the foreground-
subtracted residual density maps served as the primary
technique for identifying new streams.

To facilitate the detection of faint streams, we re-
peated the procedure described above to generate resid-
ual stellar density maps for a range of isochrone selec-
tions with distance moduli between 14  m � M  19
in steps of �(m � M) = 0.3. We assembled these se-
quences of residual density maps into animations of the
isochrone-selected stellar density as a function of helio-
centric distance. We required that stellar stream can-

didates appear in the residual density maps for at least
two sequential distance moduli. The animations asso-
ciated with Figure 3 and Figure 4 contain a wealth of
information about stellar structure in the Milky Way
halo. In this paper we specifically focus on the the most
prominent stellar streams, leaving other studies of the
outer halo to future work.

We perform our visual search by assembling residual
density maps of the full DES footprint and in smaller
subregions, which we call “quadrants”. Candidates
identified in the residual density maps were further ex-
amined in color-magnitude space for evidence of a stel-
lar population distinct from the Milky Way foreground
(Section 3.3). Only candidates that showed a distinct
stellar locus consistent with an old, metal poor isochrone
were included in our list of stellar stream candidates.
This search resulted in the detection of the four previ-
ously known narrow stellar streams (ATLAS, Phoenix,
Tucana III, and Molonglo) and eleven new stream candi-
dates. We report the measured and derived parameters
of our stream candidates in Tables 1 and 2. and discuss
each candidate in more detail in Section 4.

3.3. Stream Characterization

After candidates are identified in the residual density
images, we perform an iterative process to fit the char-
acteristics of each stream:

1. Define stream endpoints from the residual density
maps.

2. Fit the transverse stream width to define an “on-
stream” region.

Near

Far

DES Collaboration: Shipp, ADW,  et al. (2018)

11 new stellar streams discovered with DES
Increases the known population by ~ 50%

Slices in 
distance
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T. Daylan et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 12 (2016) 1–23 9

Fig. 10. The raw gamma-ray maps (left) and the residual maps after subtracting the best-fit Galactic diffuse model, 20 cm template, point sources, and isotropic template
(right), in units of photons/cm2/s/sr. The right frames clearly contain a significant central and spatially extended excess, peaking at⇠1–3 GeV. Results are shown in Galactic
coordinates, and all maps have been smoothed by a 0.25� Gaussian.

those of the recent analysis of Ref. [7], which studied a smaller
region of the sky (|b| < 3.5�, |l| < 3.5�), and found a preference
for � ' 1.12± 0.05. We discuss this question further in Section 6.

As mentioned above, in addition to the Galactic diffuse model,
we include a spatial template in our Galactic Center fit with
a morphology tracing the 20 cm (1.5 GHz) map of Ref. [48].
This map is dominated by synchrotron emission, and thus traces
a convolution of the distribution of cosmic-ray electrons and
magnetic fields in the region. As cosmic-ray electrons also generate
gamma rays via bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton processes,
the inclusion of the 20 cm template in our fit is intended to better
account for these sources of gamma rays. And although theGalactic
diffusemodel already includes contributions from bremsstrahlung
and inverse Compton emission, the inclusion of this additional
template allows formore flexibility in the fit. In actuality, however,
we find that this template has only amarginal impact on the results
of our fit, absorbing some of the low energy emission that (without
the 20 cm template) would have been associated with our dark
matter template.

6. Further constraining the morphology of the anomalous
gamma-ray emission

In the previous two sections, we showed that the gamma-
ray emission observed from the regions of the Inner Galaxy and
Galactic Center is significantly better fit when we include an
additional component with an angular distribution that follows
that predicted from annihilating dark matter. In particular, our fits
favor a morphology for this component that follows the square

of a generalized NFW halo profile with an inner slope of � '
1.1 � 1.3. Implicit in those fits, however, was the assumption that
the angular distribution of the anomalous emission is spherically
symmetric with respect to the dynamical center of the MilkyWay.
In this section, we challenge this assumption and test whether
other morphologies might provide a better fit to the observed
emission.

We begin by considering templates which are elongated either
along or perpendicular to the direction of the Galactic Plane. In
Fig. 11, we plot the change in the TS of the Inner Galaxy (left)
and Galactic Center (right) fits with such an asymmetric template,
relative to the case of spherical symmetry. The axis ratio is defined
such that values less than unity are elongated in the direction of
the Galactic Plane, while values greater than one are preferentially
extended perpendicular to the plane. The profile slope averaged
over all orientations is taken to be � = 1.2 in both cases. From
this figure, it is clear that the gamma-ray excess in the Galactic
Center prefers to be fit by an approximately spherically symmetric
distribution, and disfavors any axis ratio which departs from unity
by more than approximately 20%. In the Inner Galaxy there is a
preference for a stretch perpendicular to the plane, with an axis
ratio of ⇠1.3. As we will discuss in Appendix A, however, there
are reasons to believe thismay be due to the oversubtraction of the
diffusemodel along the plane, and this result is especially sensitive
to the choice of ROI.

In Fig. 12, we generalize this approach within our Galactic
Center analysis to test morphologies that are not only elongated
along or perpendicular to the Galactic Plane, but along any
arbitrary orientation. Again, we find that the quality of the fit

Residual Emission

Hooper & Goodenough (2009); Hooper & Linden (2011); Boyarski et al. 
(2011); Abazajian & Kaplinghat (2012); Gordon & Macias (2013); Huang 
et al. (2013); Abazajian et al. (2014); Calore et al. (2014); Lee et al. 
(2015); Bartels et al. (2015); Daylan et al. (2016); Ajello et al. (2016); etc.

Fermi-LAT Data (E > 1 GeV)

Galactic Center Region
Focus on a 15ox15o region (~ 1 kpc) around Galactic center 

Total Emission

 Daylan et al. (2016)

Galactic Center GeV Excess

Thermal Relic

The Galactic Center is an  
extremely complicated region

Several possible astrophysical
explanations (i.e. pulsars)
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profiles for each energy bin used to derive our γ-ray flux upper
limits will be made publicly available. We plan to augment this
resource as more new systems are discovered.

After the completion of this analysis, we became aware of an
independent study of LAT Pass 8 data coincident with DES
Y2 dSph candidates (Li et al. 2016). The γ-ray results
associated with individual targets are consistent between the
two works; however, the samples selected for combined
analysis are different.

We would like to thank Tim Linden and Dan Hooper for
helpful and engaging conversations. We also thank the
anonymous referee for thoughtful and constructive feedback
on this manuscript.

The Fermi LAT Collaboration acknowledges generous
ongoing support from a number of agencies and institutes that
have supported both the development and the operation of the
LAT as well as scientific data analysis. These include the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Department of Energy in the United States, the Commissariat
à l’Energie Atomique and the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique/Institut National de Physique Nucléaire et de
Physique des Particules in France, the Agenzia Spaziale
Italiana and the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare in Italy,
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT), High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK) and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) in Japan, and the K.A.Wallenberg Foundation, the
Swedish Research Council and the Swedish National Space
Board in Sweden. Additional support for science analysis
during the operations phase is gratefully acknowledged from
the Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica in Italy and the Centre
National d’Études Spatiales in France.
Funding for the DES Projects has been provided by the U.S.

Department of Energy, the U.S. National Science Foundation,
the Ministry of Science and Education of Spain, the Science

Figure 9. Upper limits (95% confidence level) on the DM annihilation cross section derived from a combined analysis of the nominal target sample for the ¯bb (left)
and t t+ - (right) channels. Bands for the expected sensitivity are calculated by repeating the same analysis on 300 randomly selected sets of high-Galactic-latitude
blank fields in the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity while the bands represent the 68% and 95% quantiles. Spectroscopically
measured J-factors are used when available; otherwise, J-factors are predicted photometrically with an uncertainty of 0.6 dex (solid red line). The solid red line shows
the observed limit from the combined analysis of 15 dSphs from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours and marker show the best-fit regions (at s2
confidence) in cross-section and mass from several DM interpretations of the GCE: green contour(Gordon & Macias 2013), red contour(Daylan et al. 2016), orange
data point(Abazajian et al. 2014), purple contour(Calore et al. 2015). The dashed gray curve corresponds to the thermal relic cross section from Steigman
et al. (2012).

Figure 10. Upper limits on the DM annihilation cross section ( ¯bb channel) derived from the sub-sample of dSphs with measured J-factors (left) and the complete
nominal sample (right). Green curves show the limits obtained when these samples are analyzed using only predicted J-factors (even when measured J-factors are
available) and fixed J-factor uncertainties of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 dex. The solid black line shows the observed limit from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours
and marker are the same as depicted in Figures 8 and 9.
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Fig. 1.— Locations of the eight new dwarf galaxy candidates reported here (red triangles) along

with nine previously reported dwarf galaxy candidates in the DES footprint (red circles; Bechtol

et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a; Kim & Jerjen 2015b), five recently discovered dwarf galaxy

candidates located outside the DES footprint (green diamonds; Laevens et al. 2015a; Martin et al.

2015; Kim et al. 2015a; Laevens et al. 2015b), and twenty-seven Milky Way satellite galaxies known

prior to 2015 (blue squares; McConnachie 2012). Systems that have been confirmed as satellite

galaxies are individually labeled. The figure is shown in Galactic coordinates (Mollweide projection)

with the coordinate grid marking the equatorial coordinate system (solid lines for the equator and

zero meridian). The gray scale indicates the logarithmic density of stars with r < 22 from SDSS

and DES. The two-year coverage of DES is ⇠ 5000 deg2 and nearly fills the planned DES footprint

(outlined in red). For comparison, the Pan-STARRS 1 3⇡ survey covers the region of sky with

�2000 > �30� (Laevens et al. 2015b).

Current Sky Coverage

45

Blue   - Previously discovered satellites 
Green - Discovered in 2015 with  
             PanSTARRS, SDSS, etc.

Red outline - DES footprint 
Red circles - DES Y1 satellites 
Red triangles - DES Y2 satellites
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Dark 
Matter

18 D. Bauer et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 7–8 (2015) 16–23

Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.

SUSY: 
complementarity 
with direct and 

indirect detection

Self-
Interacting DM:

Colliding galaxy 
clusters;

dwarf galaxies

Warm DM:
dwarf galaxies; 
stellar streams;
Lyman-α forest

Axions:
anomalous stellar 

cooling; 
white dwarf and 
RGB population 

statistics

Primordial 
Black Holes:

microlensing; 
supernova 
caustics

Probing Dark 
Matter with LSST

https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io/dark-matter-graph/

https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io/dark-matter-graph/
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charge in each pixel. For uncorrelated Gaussian readout
noise, the standard deviation, σ, of the effective readout
noise distribution after averaging N samples per pixel is

σ ¼ σ1ffiffiffiffi
N

p ; ð1Þ

where σ1 is the standard deviation of the readout noise for a
single sample of the pixel. Figure 3 shows that the
measured performance of the Skipper CCD closely follows
this prediction, deviating only slightly for N ≳ 2000
samples. Thus, more sophisticated signal processing tech-
niques are unnecessary.
Another advantage of nondestructive readout is that one

can dynamically configure the number of samples taken per
pixel. This allows the readout noise to be adjusted on a per
pixel basis. The simplest application of this procedure is to
repeatedly sample a predetermined subset of pixels where
low readout noise is desired, while reading out the rest of
the detector quickly with fewer samples per pixel.
However, it is also possible to design sampling schemes
that are based on the value of a pixel measured from the first
readout. Thus, pixels containing more charge can be read
fewer times. Dynamic sampling schemes can greatly reduce
the readout time for the Skipper CCD when subelectron
noise is not required in all pixels simultaneously.
Readout time: The Skipper CCD studied here has a

single-sample readout noise of σ1 ¼ 3.55 e− rms=pixel
with a readout time of 10 μs=pixel=sample. A readout
noise of σ < 0.1 e− rms=pixel requires ∼1200 samples per
pixel, corresponding to a readout time of 12 ms=pixel. The
wide-format detector described here can be read in three
hours with four amplifiers. The readout time scales linearly
with the number of samples and inversely with the square
of the readout noise. Several modifications can further
reduce the readout time. (1) The single-sample readout

noise and readout time can be decreased by using lower
capacitance amplifiers with higher gain. Current CCDs
using these amplifiers routinely reach 2 e− rms=pixel with
a readout time of 4 μs=pixel=sample [7]. Thus, one could
reach σ < 0.1 e− rms=pixel 7.5 times faster than the device
studied here. (2) The number of readout channels and
amplifiers can be increased. Commercial devices are
available with 16 amplifiers [19], and sensors with > 48
on-chip amplifiers are well within the reach of existing
technology [20]. The readout time decreases linearly with
the number of amplifiers.
A combination of these two techniques can reduce the

Skipper CCD readout time by a factor of Oð100Þ. In
addition, a frame-shifting readout allows for readout of
concurrent exposures. Finally, as previously discussed,
dynamic sampling schemes can greatly reduce the readout
time when only a fraction of the pixels require ultralow
readout noise.
Impact of dark current: For detectors with subelectron

readout noise, the dark current can become the dominant
source of background in rare-event searches and limits the
energy or charge threshold. A Skipper CCD with readout
noise σ ≲ 0.1 e− rms=pixel will misclassify a pixel with n
electrons as having nþ 1 electrons with a probability of
p ∼ 3 × 10−7 (5σ). This probability can be further reduced
by selecting pixels with measured values that are within 3σ
from an integer charge (i.e., selecting pixels with measured
values between n − 0.3 and nþ 0.3, where n is any non-
negative integer). By applying this quality cut, the mis-
classification probability is reduced to p ∼ 10−12 (∼7σ),
while the efficiency is kept above 99.7%. Thus, readout
noise no longer limits the energy or charge threshold.
The number of dark-current electrons that accumulate in

a pixel is expected to follow a Poisson distribution with a
mean equal to the dark-current rate multiplied by the
exposure time. The minimum exposure time is set by
the readout time. The Skipper CCD described here can be
read out in three hours with a readout noise of σ ¼
0.1 e− rms=pixel. Current experiments using fully depleted
scientific CCDs similar to the Skipper CCD studied here
have measured an upper limit on the dark-current rate of
≲10−3 e− pixel−1=day−1 [15], with no evidence for devia-
tions from a Poisson distribution. Assuming the counts
from the dark current follow a Poisson distribution, the
upper limit on the expected number of pixels with an
accumulated charge of ≥1e− (≥2e−) is ∼450 (∼0.03) per
exposure. However, the theoretically expected dark-current
rate for a CCD operating at 120 K is ∼10−7 [4], which
would predict 0.04 pixels with ≥1e− and Oð10−10Þ pixels
with ≥2e− per exposure.
For dark-matter searches, the most important parameter

is the charge or energy threshold, which should be set as
low as possible to capture as many dark-matter events as
possible [21] (the lowest possible threshold is set by the
silicon band gap of 1.1 eV). Table II shows the expected
dark-current contribution for a putative 100 g dark-matter
detector consisting of 80 3.5-Mpix Skipper CCDs with a

FIG. 3. Readout noise as a function of the number of
nondestructive readout samples per pixel for the Skipper
CCD. Black points show the rms of the empty-pixel distribution
as a function of the number of averaged samples. The red line is
the theoretical expectation assuming independent, uncorrelated
samples [Eq. (1)].
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Skipper CCDs ~ 0.068 e- rms/pix

Current CCDs ~ 2 e- rms/pix

Ultra-low read noise through 
multiple non-destructive reads of 

the charge in each pixel
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Dark matter is one of the major open questions in 
fundamental physics.

Astrophysics provides the only robust, positive 
measurement of dark matter.

Cosmic surveys will continue to guide particle dark 
matter searches in the decades to come.

Cosmic surveys have entered the era of precision 
measurement.

Dwarf galaxy are an important target class for 
gravitational probes and indirect dark matter searches.
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• Dark Matter and Dwarf Galaxies  

• Search for the Darkest Galaxies  

• Search for Dark Matter Annihilation 

• Future Prospects

Aside: Origin of the Heavy Elements
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Origin of Heavy Elements
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r-process elements ?
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Origin of Heavy Elements
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Supernova 

High Rate ~ 0.03 per year
Low Yield ~ 10-7.5 Msun of Eu

Neutron Star Mergers

Low Rate ~ 10-3 SN Rate  
High Yield ~ 10-4.5 Msun of Eu
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Reticulum II Dwarf Galaxy
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Reticulum II Dwarf Galaxy:  
r-process abundances
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Ret II abundance consistent with  
neutron star merger
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High resolution spectroscopy 
of individual stars

s-process elemental 
abundances consistent with 

other dwarf galaxies

r-process elemental 
abundances enhanced by 

factor of >100!

Supernova would disrupt the 
galaxy; suggests rare event 
(neutron star merger) as the 

site of r-process

Ji et al. (2016)


